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Attendance Register 

The registration of student attendance will no longer be on paper 

but it will have to be done electronically via the Student 

booking platform. This will streamline the contact tracing 

procedure in the event that a student or lecturer is found to be 

Covid-19 positive. In this way, it would be easy to trace the list of 

those present in the specific lesson attended by the positive person 

and, consequently, to warn them.

Pay attention to the registration procedure
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Introducing myself

Assistant Manager, Italy

Marco Caiffa – Deloitte Assistant Manager

Career summary

Contact Information 

mcaiffa@deloitte.it

Academic background

Marco has a degree in "Business Economics and Management" from the University of
Rome "Tor Vergata". At the same University, in April 2017, Marco obtained a PhD in
"Economics, Public Management & Governance".

From 2013 to 2016, he worked as lecturer and assistant professor in corporate
governance and financial analysis at the University of Rome "Tor Vergata".

Professional experience

Marco joined Deloitte Financial Advisory in 2016 in the Valutation Services area. Marco is
currently involved and coordinates several projects for important international players in
the energy, financial, tobacco and sports sectors.

Economic consulting project: among the major skills acquired for this type of project,
there are the development of econometric models that aim to estimate demand and prices
for these sectors. Furthermore, he has applied forecasting econometric models in order to
estimate: 1) the impact of relevant events (i.e. the introduction of a new law) on demand,
price and/or a set of interest variables; 2) the fair value of corporate assets (such as
football players).

Valuation project: as for valuation projects, Marco is involved in classical valuation
projects using methods such as DCF, market multiples and comparable transactions. In
addition, and he also deals with less conventional valuation projects on derivative
instruments or the valuation of artworks and cultural heritage, using more complex
models (Monte Carlo Method, Digital Option Method, parametric valuations, Contingent
Valuation Method, Travel Cost Method, Hedonic Method).

Selected Publications

• Do Stock Option Plans Affect the Firm’s Performance? An Empirical Analysis on
the Italian Context. Co-author: Silvia Testarmata - Assistant Professor - University of
Rome “Niccolò Cusano”, Alessandro Giosi - Associate professor - University of Rome
“LUMSA”; in International Journal of Corporate Ownership and Control.

• Sitting on the board or sitting on the throne? Evidence of CEOs’ overconfidence
from the Italian market. Co-author: Lucrezia Fattobene - Ph.D. Student - University of
Rome “Tor Vergata”; Economic notes.

• Do Accrual Numbers Really Affect the Financial Market? An Empirical Analysis of
ESA Accounts Across EU. Co-author: Alessandro Giosi - Associate professor - University
of Rome “LUMSA”, Sandro Brunelli - Postdoctoral Research Fellow - University of Rome “Tor
Vergata”; in International Journal of Public Administration.

• M&A Operations as Source of Agency Problems on the Short-Term: the Relevance
of Corporate Governance Mechanism. Co-author: Alessandro Giosi - Associate professor
- University of Rome “LUMSA”, Davide Schina; in Pubblicazioni Sidrea.

• Interlocking directorship across Italian listed companies: evidence from a natural
experiment. Co-author: Lucrezia Fattobene - Ph.D. Student - University of Rome “Tor
Vergata”, Emiliano Di Carlo - Associate professor – University of Rome “Tor Vergata”; in
Journal of Management & Governance.

• Management’s Means and Incentives to Manage Earnings – an Integrated Study in
the Italian Market. Co author: Alessandro Giosi - Associate professor - University of
Rome “LUMSA”, Lucia Pera, Lorena Ferro; in Int. J. of Managerial and Financial Accounting.

• All that glitters is not gold: CEOs’ celebrity beyond media content. Co-author:
Lucrezia Fattobene , Vincenzo Farina; in International Journal of Finance & Economics.

• Economic and sociological determinants of well-being in Italy: A regional
perspective. Co-author: Marco Vulpiani, Elena Croci ; in Journal of Governance and
Regulation.

• Political connections, media impact and state-owned enterprises: an empirical
analysis on corporate financial performance. Co-author: Alessandro Giosi; in Journal
of Public Budgeting.

• CEO Duality: Newspapers and Stock Market Reactions. Co-author: Lucrezia
Fattobene, Vincenzo Farina; in International Journal of Risk and Financial Management
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Course description and timetable

What is business planning?

• A business plan is a written statement that describes and analyses your business and gives

detailed projections about its future from a strategic point of view.

• A business plan also covers the financial aspects of starting or expanding your business and shows

how much money you need and how you will pay it back.

Business plans are used for many different purposes. Essentially, it may be considered that they are:

• A formal expression of the planning process;

• A request for funding;

• A framework for approval;

• A tool for operational business management.
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Course description and timetable

Aim of this course

One of the most exciting and satisfying activities in business is to start a new venture.

✓ In this course students will learn how to prepare a comprehensive strategy for launching a new
business.

✓The vehicle for achieving this is the preparation of a business plan based on an opportunity that
students have selected.

✓By working in small teams, students will have the opportunity to apply their entire business education and
experience to a very practical project taking a hands-on approach.

✓ In this course students are expected to interact with the business community, be able to work
effectively in teams, and be active participants in classroom discussions.

The main objectives of the course are as follows:

✓ To help students appreciate the purposes and audiences for business plans;

✓ To help students understand the structure and content of a business plan, including the reasons for the

structure and content;

✓ To guide students in preparing a first draft of their own business plan;

✓ To train students in critical evaluation of business plans and start ups.

Objects of this course
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Course description and timetable

SECTION 1: Business Idea and Business Plan

• Business Description
• Anatomy of a Business Plan
• The Entrepreneurial Team

• Industry and Market Analysis

• Business Strategy

• Marketing Plan

• Operations Plan

• Development Plan

• Organization Plan

• Financial Plan

• Planning Cash Needs

• Funding Using Equity and Debt

• Performance and Break Even Analysis

• Start Ups Definition

• Business Models Canvas

• Business Plans Evaluation

SECTION 2: Business Analysis and Strategic Planning

Topics covered

SECTION 3: Financial Planning

SECTION 4: Start Ups Analysis and  Business Plans Evaluation
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Lectures timetable

WEEK LECTURE PROFESSOR DATE HOURS TOPIC

LECTURE 1 Caiffa e Megna 15-feb 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) COURSE INTRODUCTION:from idea generation to business modeling/planning

LECTURE 2 Caiffa 16-feb 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) BUSINESS DESCRIPTION

LECTURE 3 Caiffa 22-feb 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) ANATOMY OF A BUSINESS PLAN (PART I)

LECTURE 4 Caiffa 23-feb 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) INDUSTRY AND MARKET ANALYSIS (PART I)

LECTURE 5 Caiffa 01-mar 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) MARKETING PLAN (PAR I)

LECTURE 6 Caiffa 02-mar 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) ORGANIZATION PLAN

LECTURE 7 Caiffa 08-mar 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) OPERATIONS PLAN & DEVELOPMENT PLAN

LECTURE 8 Caiffa 09-mar 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL STATEMENT STRUCTURES AND ACCRUAL/CASH

LECTURE 9 Megna 15-mar 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) INCOME ST. EXPLANATION + EXERCISE

LECTURE 10 Megna 16-mar 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) BALANCE SHEET THEORY + EXERCISE

LECTURE 11 Megna 22-mar 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) INTRODUCTION TO CASH FLOW

LECTURE 12 Megna 23-mar 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) CASH FLOW + THEORY + EXERCISE

LECTURE 13 Megna 29-mar 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) SOURCING AND CASH MANAGEMENT

LECTURE 14 Megna 30-mar 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) MODELLING FUNDAMENTALS (EXCEL)

LECTURE 15 Megna 05-apr 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) EXERCISE ON FORMULAS AND MODELLING (EXCEL)

LECTURE 16 Donnamaria 06-apr 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) TUTORIALS ON SPECIFIC TOPICS AND SEMINARS WITH EXTERNAL GUESTS

LECTURE 15 Caiffa 12-apr 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) PERFORMANCE & BREAK EVEN ANALYSIS

LECTURE 16 Caiffa 13-apr 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) PERFORMANCE & BREAK EVEN ANALYSIS

NO LECTURE 19-apr
-

NO LECTURE 20-apr
-

LECTURE 17 Caiffa 26-apr 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

LECTURE 18 Donnamaria 27-apr 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) START UPS ANALYSIS & EVALUATION (PART I)

LECTURE 20 Donnamaria 03-mag 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) START UPS ANALYSIS & EVALUATION (PART II)

LECTURE 21 Caiffa 04-mag 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) PROJECT WORKS DISCUSSION (CLASS PRESENTATION)

LECTURE 22 Caiffa 10-mag 11-13 ROOM 11 (VASCHETTE) PROJECT WORKS DISCUSSION (CLASS PRESENTATION)

LECTURE 23 Caiffa 11-mag 14-16 ROOM CARDINALI (TRASPONTINA) PROJECT WORKS DISCUSSION (CLASS PRESENTATION)

WEEK 5       

WEEK 

11       

WEEK 

12       

WEEK 

13       

WEEK 1     

WEEK 2       

WEEK 3 

WEEK 4       

WEEK 6       

WEEK 7       

WEEK 8       

WEEK 9       

WEEK 

10       
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Main References

MAIN BOOKS

✓ FIRST OPTION: Katz J.A., Green II R.P., Entrepreneurial Small Business, (5th Ed.), McGraw Hill/Irwin, New 

York, NY, 2018. 

✓ Lecture    2 Chapter   4     (Business Idea)

✓ Lecture  3-4 Chapter   8   (Structure of Business Plan)

✓ Lecture    5 Chapter   2 (Entrepreneur and Entrepreneurial Team)

✓ Lecture  6-7 Chapter   7 (Business Strategy)

✓ Lecture  8-9 Chapter   9 (Product and Pricing Strategies)

✓ Lecture  8-9 Chapter 10   (Promotion)

✓ Lecture  8-9 Chapter 11 (Distribution and Location)

✓ Lecture  8-9 Chapter 12 (Marketing Plan)

✓ Lecture  10 Chapter 18 (Legal Issues)

✓ Lecture  10 Chapter 19 (Human Resource Management)

✓ Lecture  11 Chapter 16 (Inventory and Operation Management)

✓ Lecture  11 Chapter 17 (Risk Management and Insurance)

✓ Lecture 12-14   Chapter 13 (Projecting and Evaluating Performance)

✓ Lecture  15 Chapter 14 (Cash: Lifeblood of the Business)

✓ Lecture  16 Chapter 15 (Finance: Using Equity, Debt, and Gifts)

✓ SECOND OPTION: xxx

IN ADDITION TO BOTH OPTIONS:

✓ Osterwalder A., Pigneur Y., Business Model Generation, Wiley & Sons, Hoboken, NJ, 2010.

✓ Lawrence S.,  Moyes F., Writing a Successful Business Plan, Deming Center for Entrepreneurship Leeds 

School of Business University of Colorado at Boulder, 2009 [Lecture notes].

SLIDE

The class materials is available on the LUMSA eLearning platform. You need your LUMSA username and 

password to log in the LUMSA eLearning platform. The first time you log in Business Planning and Star Up you 

need to be included to the class, so you are required to insert the following password: business.
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Exam

The exam is made up of two parts which will be held on the same day: 

• Group BP presentation;

• An oral exam (1/2 question for each component).

How will the exam be composed?

• Students are required to elaborate group project works to write a comprehensive Business Plan.

In this case of group project works, there are four components used to determine student grades:

• (weighs 40%): At the end of the semester, each team will submit its final written plan for evaluation. 

• Final team presentation (weighs 60%): At the end of the semester, each team will present its business plan to the instructor.

• Oral exam (weighs 40%).

Business Plan and final course evaluation  

The students are required to submit the final team written plan for evaluation 10 day before the day of the team case 

discussion. The written business plan must consist of the following documentation:

• An electronic copy of business plan in word/pdf;

• Power Point presentation (you can also use other tools if they are easily accessible, and the material can be easily shared by email);

• Business calculation in Excel;

Discussion materials should be sent to email m.caiffa@lumsa.it and dmegna@softstrategy.it 10 days prior to the day you select for the final 

discussion. The power point presentation shall be no longer than 20/25 slides max.

Send business plan
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Business Plan Development

• Students are expected to 
write a comprehensive 
Business Plan as the 
major project for this 
course. 

• The work required to 
prepare the business 
plan is significant and 
time-consuming and it 
is conducted outside of 
class time.

• It should contain a 
comprehensive 
analysis of the 
business that reflects 
the considerations of 
customers and 
competitors as well as 
the viewpoints of 
investors and the 
entrepreneur.

• The Business Plan is a 
carefully prepared, 
cohesive document that 
is loaded with facts and 
figures. 

• The Business Plan should 
be written step by step, 
following the lessons 
themes & contents.

• The students will be 
provided with 
electronic tools and 
templates to complete 
the assignment.

• The Business Plan 
provides a framework for 
the systematic and 
comprehensive 
evaluation of the 
business idea that will 
enable the entrepreneur 
to take an objective and 
critical view of the entire 
business.

• The Business Plan should 
help the entrepreneur 
deal with 
uncertainties, 
evaluate risks, and 
prepare contingencies 
enabling the 
entrepreneur to 
anticipate events, rather 
than reacting to them.

•

• The Business Plan 
should be written to 
identify the type and 
timing of financing 
likely to be required by 
the business and be a 
document that may be 
used to help the 
entrepreneur secure 
future funding. 

• The Business Plan should 
also be designed to 
provide a guide to 
help manage and 
control the business
during developmental 
and operational stages.

•

Comprehensive 
business plan

Carefully prepared
Step by step

Systematic 
evaluation of risks

Financing and guide
1 2 3 4

Topics covered
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From idea generation to business plan

• Linear Model

• Iterative Model

How to write a 
business plan

Main characteristics:

• Technical feasibility

• Market acceptance

• Competition

• Resources required

• Experience of management 
team

• Market growth

• Etc.

Main determinants

Apple Computer Inc. founder 
Steve Jobs on attempts to get 
Atari and HP interested in his 
and Steve Wozniak's personal 
computer. 

“So we went to Atari and said, 
hey, we've got this amazing 
thing, even built with some of 
your parts, and what do you 
think about funding us? Or 
we'll give it to you. We just 
want to do it. Pay our salary, 
we'll come work for you.' And 
they said, 'No.' So then we 
went to Hewlett-Packard, and 
they said, 'Hey, we don't need 
you. You haven't got through 
college yet.” 

Business forecasting

What makes an idea a good 
opportunity?

• Opportunities

• Attractive

• Durable

• Timely

• Adds value

• Scale and scope

Idea vs. opportunities
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From idea generation to business plan

Elements of a Successful Business Plan

Executive 
Summary

Company 
Overview

Industry and 
Marketplace 
Analysis

Marketing 
Plan

Operations 
Plan

Development 
Plan

Organization 
Plan

Financial 
Summary

Offering Appendices

01 02 03 04

08 07 06 05

09 10 Business Plan(1)

(1) Among other documents are 5-yr Income Statement, 5-yr Balance Sheet, 5-yr Cash Flow, Break-even Analysis, Other support docs. 
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Business Plan Templates and Assignment

The following templates are available on the course website:

• Word templates; 

• Excel financial spreadsheets; 

• Previous Power point presentation in pdf.

Business Plan Templates

• Business Concept Description: Prepare a one-page write-up of your idea that could be the basis of the business plan. Use bullet points 

and try to figure out a try to figure out what the potential answer to each of the bullet points listed might be (see the format on the 

website):

• Concept Description: What is the essence of the business? 

• Opportunity/Need: What is the size of the market? What are the trends? What problem is being solved?

• Product or Service: Describe the product/service. What is unique about your product or service? How will it by produced or delivered?

• Target market: If it is a consumer product, describe the demographics and psychographic. If it is a business product, describe the 

industry and type of company or organization that you would sell to.

• Benefits: What are the benefits to the target market? Why should they care? 

• Competitive Advantage: Who is the competition? What is your advantage over the competition? Is your advantage sustainable?

• Profitability: What is the revenue model? What is the contribution margin?

Assignment

The composition of the working groups (consisting of 3-4 people) and the assignment must be completed by February 28.

• Students are required to send the information concerning the teams composition for the business plan work by Sunday February 28th, 

2021 at the following e-mail address: marco.caiffa89@gmail.com.

• Once the group is established and the business idea is decided, students are required to send the MS Word copy of their group

assignment by the March 7, 2021 at the following e-mail address: marco.caiffa89@gmail.com.

Deadline of team composition and assignment
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Remarks and question


